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Motivation



Motivation / detector
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Transition Radiation Detectors (TRD) has the
attractive features of being able to separate
particles by their gamma factor.

e/π separation in high γ region, where other
methods are not working anymore.

 Identification of the charged particle “on  the
flight”: without scattering, deceleration or
absorption.

Application of  TRD in physics experiments:

ZEUS, H1, HERMES at HERA (DESY), D0,
PHENIX, ATLAS, ALICE... 

TRD in space missions – AMS, PAMELA.



Motivation / physics
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Physics with electron/pion separation:
Charmonium photoproduction  ( NU Sean, Luke)

Light vector mesons  (ρ,ω,φ) 

For rare physics TRD can improve hadron rejection by factor
10/100/1000
(depending on TRD design and implementation)
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A brief introduction to 
 Transition radiation



Transition radiation
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Transition radiation is produced by a charged
particles when they cross the interface of two
media of different dielectric constants.

γ γ

e

 Due to electrodynamic nature of TR the probability to emit one photon per
boundary is order of  α~1/137
 Therefore a multilayer dielectric radiators are used to increase the transition
radiation yield,  typically  few hundreds  of  mylar  foils.



From  single foil to radiator
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Another possible materials for radiators are polyethylene foam and fibers
(fleece)



TR  features
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X-ray TR has remarkable features:

TR  in X-ray region is extremely forward peaked within an angle of 1/γ

Energy of TR photons are in X-ray region ( 2 - 40 keV )

Total  TR  Energy ETR   is proportional to  the  γ  factor of  the charged particle
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How easy to detect TR ?



TR detection
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Silicon pixel  TRD 

Silicon pixel  TRD 

Silicon pixel detector , 450 μ thick.
( pixel size – 20x20μ )

The electrons energy is 5 GeV
( DESY testbeam ) 

Radiator thickness 15 cm
( fleece )

TR photons are clearly visible and
separated from track by a few
pixels !

red lines shows the center
of found TR clusters



TRD  principle : ATLAS 
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Typically in high energy physics TRD are used for
electron identification and to reject hadron
background.

ATLAS TRT uses proportional gas chambers
(straws)  filled with Xenon gas mixture:

– dE/dx +TR,  Cluster discrimination by threshold
method.

γ

radiator
Straw
tube



TRD in experiments
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( A. Andronic – ALICE TRD )

?



What rejection we can expect ?
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Performance of TRD can be parametrized as
a function of a detector length.

Alice
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What kind of TRD 
     would be suitable for GlueX ?



TRD  with  wire chambers
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ALICE  TRD
ZEUS



FDC spare module
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How to convert  FDC  to TRD :
Change gas mixture from Argon to Xenon
( TRD uses a heavy gas for efficient absorption of X-rays )

Increase drift region up to 2-3 cm (for the same reason).

Add a radiator in the front of each chamber
( radiator thickness  10-15 cm )

The number of modules (radiator+chamber) depends on required
rejection:

Single module can provide e/pi rejection at level of 10.
and 90% electron efficiency.



Radiator 
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The theory of transition radiation predicts that the best radiator is
a stack of regular foils:

20-30μ mylar foils and 200-300μ  air  gap.

 ATLAS use foils and spacer between foils to provide air gap.

 ZEUS and many other experiments use fleece radiators.

 Bottom picture shows FDC with fleece radiator in front 

Atlas spacer



Graphene radiator ?
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Gas mixture for TRD



Xenon alternative ? 
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TRD uses Xenon based gas mixture to absorb TR photons (4 - 20 keV).

Xenon price is prohibitive to use it just like an Argon:  $15 - $20  per liter.
needed gas purification system.

Is there any alternative to Xenon ? Krypton ? Argon ?

Bottom-left picture shows absorption length for TR photons

Right picture shows dE/dx for  Xe, Kr, Ar.  

Path in gas , mm.



TR absorption
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Xenon
Krypton

Silicon
Argon
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Monte Carlo simulation
         (Geant4)

γ

Radiator
15 cm

Drift
chamber

3 cm

e,pi
3 GeV

γ

Radiator
15 cm

Drift
chamber

3 cm

e,pi
3 GeV

Module 1 Module N (=3)



e/pi  rejection with  Xenon
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e,pi 3 GeV

15cm fleece radiator

Xenon 3 cm

use Neural Network 

FADC readout

90% electron efficiency 

Single module:
π rejection:~10

3 modules:
π rejection:~450



e/pi  rejection with  Krypton
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Single module:
π rejection:~5.7

3 modules:
π rejection:~80



e/pi  rejection with  Argon
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Single module:
π rejection:~3.5

3 modules:
π rejection:~32



e,pi rejection
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electron
efficiency

90% 72%

N mod 1 module 3 modules 3 modules

Xenon 10 450 1600

Krypton 5.7 80 360

Argon 3.5 32 160
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FDC  spare packet tests



TR detection methods 
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1) Cluster counting method

2) Total energy deposition

3) dE/dx along track (FADC)



90Sr  FDC  test
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Efficiency along
9μsec drift region

Diffusion depends on
gas mixure



55Fe  FDC  test
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Check enegy resolution
for X-rays:  8-15%



Outlook
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Test FDC spare module in Hall D
– start with Argon 

Next step would be test with Xenon
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Backup slides



backup
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